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ABSTRACT
In the era of social media, rumors spread faster and wider than
ever before. After a rumor spreads, its effect can be curbed by
issuing online refutation messages known as denials.
Notwithstanding the potential of denials to reduce Internet users’
likelihood to be misinformed, they generally remain less
pervasive than rumors. Hence, there is a need to identify how
users can be enticed to share denials. Informed by the literature,
this paper argues that users’ salient beliefs about sharing rumor
denials could influence their intention to share such messages.
Salient beliefs refer to beliefs about a behavior that are
cognitively easy to access at any moment, and serve as primary
determinants of performing the behavior. As a part of a larger
ongoing project, this paper conducts a survey to identify salient
beliefs about sharing rumor denials. The following salient beliefs
were identified: Sharing denials help to spread the truth. Friends
and the online community would encourage the behavior of
sharing rumor denials. Source credibility of denials facilitates
sharing of such messages. Significance of the findings and future
research directions are highlighted.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – Information Filtering. H.3.5 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services – Data
Sharing.

General Terms
Management, Measurement, Reliability, Verification.

Keywords
Denial; misinformation; online rumor; salient belief; social media.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the era of social media, online rumors become viral easily
through electronic word-of-mouth. When they turn out to be false,
they spark off unnecessary panic and anxiety [1]. The wide
accessibility of false rumors not only diminishes the reliability of
online information but also has detrimental effects on the society
[2]. Rumors can even hamper the reputation of organizations [3].
For example, one of the fast food chain market leaders
McDonald’s was rumored on the Internet to be using red worm
meat in its hamburgers. As a result of the tarnished reputation, its
sales went down by about 30% in parts of the United States [3].
A possible way to address the threat of rumors on the Internet is
the use of online rumor denials. In this paper, online rumor
denials refer to messages communicated to users of the Internet
mostly by authoritative sources to refute rumors, and spread the
truth [4]. Prior studies suggest that rumor denials are effective in
combatting rumors on the Internet [4, 5]. Exposure to denials
reduces users’ belief in rumors, and thus lowers individuals’
rumor sharing propensity [5].
However, while comparing the spread of rumors and their denials
in online setting, prior studies found the former to be more
pervasive [6, 7]. Unlike rumors that can become viral easily,
denials are likely to be muted. Even the spread of false
information has been widely investigated in online setting [2, 6,
8] while the spread of refutation messages has hitherto attracted
little scholarly attention. This serves as a call for identifying how
users can be enticed to share rumor denials.
Therefore, as a part of a larger ongoing project that seeks to
promote the virality of online rumor denials, this paper employs
the theory of planned behavior (TPB) as a theoretical lens to
understand users’ beliefs about the behavior of sharing such
messages. The TPB has demonstrated its value in identifying
salient beliefs from a range of other beliefs [9, 10, 11]. In
particular, salient beliefs refer to beliefs about a behavior that are
cognitively easy to access at any moment, and serve as primary
determinants of performing the behavior [10, 12, 13]. They are
most likely to come to individuals’ mind about a given behavior
without prompting.
Informed by literature [10, 11, 13, 14], this paper argues that
when rumor denials incorporate salient beliefs about the behavior

of sharing, the messages would stand a good chance to be shared.
Messages incorporating salient beliefs about a target behavior
have been effective in positively influencing the behavior in
several offline contexts such as picking up litter [10], and
motivating teenagers to wear helmets while cycling [14]. Beliefs
such as picking up litter sets a good example for others, and
parents would expect teenagers to wear bicycle helmets emerged
as salient in such settings.
However, such an approach of understanding salient beliefs has
neither been widely applied in the online setting nor in the context
of rumors. Therefore, salient beliefs about sharing online rumor
denials remain largely unknown.
Hence, the objective of this paper is to identify salient beliefs
about sharing online rumor denials through the lens of the TPB.
Its significance is two-fold. First, the paper draws from the
literature, and applies the concept of salient beliefs in the context
of sharing online rumor denials. Such an attempt has not been
explored hitherto. Second, by identifying salient beliefs about
sharing denials on the Internet, the paper highlights possible ways
in which online rumor denials should be phrased in order to
influence the target behavior of sharing such messages.

beliefs that could entice users to share online rumor denials were
identified: Sharing denials helps to spread the truth [5, 15], and
reduce individuals’ belief in rumors [4, 5]. It decreases
individuals’ likelihood to engage in rumor sharing behavior [5,
16]. Sharing denials reduces individuals’ chances of being
deceived by rumors [17, 18]. It allows users to engage in
conversation through which individuals seek other related
information about the situation to meet their informational needs
[16, 19, 20]. This collaborative information seeking behavior and
social exchange is notable in drawing attention of others in the
online community [5, 19]. Sharing denials makes individuals feel
good, and enhance reputation [20, 21]. In addition, it creates more
opportunities for others to share the messages further [22]. The
behavioral beliefs are listed in Table 1.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The following
section reviews the literature. This is followed by the
methodology, which explains the procedures for questionnaire
design, data collection, and method of analysis. The results are
presented next. This is followed by a discussion of the key
findings and a conclusion that provides notes on limitations,
research significance, and potential directions for future research.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This research is underpinned by the TPB. It has been widely used
to model human behavior, and inform the development of
messages persuading individuals to engage in a target behavior
[10, 11]. According to the TPB [9], behavioral intention is
predicted by three factors: attitude, subjective norms, and
perceived behavioral control. Attitude refers to individuals’
evaluation of the behavior, which may be either positive or
negative. Subjective norms refer to the perceived social pressure
to perform the behavior. Perceived behavioral control refers to the
perceived ease of performing the behavior, and the extent that
performing the behavior is under volitional control.
These three factors are determined by three categories of beliefs,
namely, behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs
respectively [10, 11]. Behavioral beliefs are those that can result
in positive outcomes of a target behavior. Normative beliefs refer
to the perceived behavioral expectations of one’s important social
referent individuals or groups on performing a target behavior.
Control beliefs encompass the factors that facilitate performing a
target behavior.
As shown in Fig. 1, the TPB suggests that the three belief
categories determine behavioral intention by affecting attitude,
subjective norms and perceived behavioral control [10, 11]. This
in turn suggests that these belief categories can also help promote
the behavioral intention to share online rumor denials. To do that
requires identifying salient behavioral beliefs, salient normative
beliefs, and salient control beliefs—which is the purpose of this
paper.
The present study reviewed literature to identify potential beliefs
about sharing online rumor denials. The following behavioral

Figure 1. The links between beliefs and behavioral intention.

Table 1. List of behavioral beliefs
Behavioral Beliefs (BBi)

References

BB1: Sharing denials will help to spread the truth.

[5], [6], [15]

BB2: Sharing denials will help to reduce belief in
rumors.

[4], [5]

BB3: Sharing denials will help to reduce the
spread of rumors.

[5], [16]

BB4: Sharing denials will minimize the chances
of being deceived.

[17], [18]

BB5: Sharing denials is good for engaging in
conversation.

[19], [20]

BB6: Sharing denials will help to get other related
information.
BB7: Sharing denials will help to draw attention
of others.

[16]
[5, 19]

BB8: Sharing denials will make me feel good.

[20], [21]

BB9: Sharing denials will enhance my reputation.

[20], [21]

BB10: Sharing denials will create more
opportunities for others to share the messages
further.

[16], [22]

In terms of normative beliefs, family members’ encouragement
could influence the behavior of sharing denials [22]. Friend

circles could also have an impact on users’ intention to share
denials [22, 23]. Some works found that when rumors have gained
traction on the Internet, authorities often engage with public to
debunk them [24]. Sharing denials could also be viewed as a norm
for the online community in general [17, 23]. The normative
beliefs are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. List of normative beliefs
Normative Beliefs (NBi)
NB1: Family members would encourage me to
share rumor denials.

References
[22]

NB2: Friends would encourage me to share rumor
denials.

[22], [23]

NB3: Authoritative sources would encourage me
to share rumor denials.

[24]

NB4: Online community would encourage me to
share rumor denials.

[17], [23]

With respect to control beliefs, credible sources of denials could
prompt sharing [4]. Intention to share is often triggered when
denials cover a topic of common interest [20]. The tendency of
sharing denials could be high among users who are motivated to
help others and feel a sense of belongingness to the online
community [20, 21]. Individuals’ high perceived importance of
messages is also responsible in the formation of behavioral
intention of sharing those messages [16]. Individuals tend to share
denials if they are confident of their knowledge and ability to
assess the veracity of the messages [20, 21]. Conceivably, it is
imperative for individuals to have time to share denials [25].
Additionally, individuals might wish to have full control over
their privacy settings in order to share denials [26]. The control
beliefs are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. List of control beliefs
Control Beliefs (CBi)

References

CB1: Credible source of denial would encourage
me to share it.

[4]

CB2: Shared interest of others about denial would
encourage me to share it.

[20]

CB3: My motivation to help others would
encourage me to share rumor denials

[20], [21]

CB4: My sense of belongingness to the online
community would encourage me to share rumor
denials.

[21], [24]

CB5: Importance of denial would encourage me
to share it.

[5], [16]

CB6: My knowledge to judge the truthfulness of
denial would encourage me to share it.

[20], [21]

CB7: My ability to verify denial would encourage
me to share it.

[20], [21]

CB8: Availability of time would encourage me to
share rumor denials.

[25]

CB9: Full control in my privacy setting would
encourage me to share rumor denials.

[26]

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire contained two parts. The first part obtained
participants’ level of agreement with each of the 23 beliefs (10
behavioral beliefs + 4 normative beliefs + 9 control beliefs)
identified from the literature as described in Section II. The
second part of the questionnaire obtained participants’
demographic information such as age, gender and educational
qualification.
To develop the first part, a two-step approach was followed. In
the first step, methods employed to design questionnaire in prior
works related to the TPB were carefully reviewed. A
methodological shift could be identified.
In some of the earlier works [9, 10, 13], every belief was
converted into two questionnaire items: one tracking perceived
agreement, and the other measuring perceived importance. Beliefs
that showed relatively large product of perceived agreement and
perceived importance were deemed to be salient.
Recent works however criticized the approach [27, 28]. This is
because multiplying responses to two related items can result in
statistically uninterpretable results as the products become highly
susceptible to measurement errors. To alleviate the problem, an
emerging body of literature recommends converting every belief
into a single questionnaire item that would capture perceived
agreement [27, 29]. These works suggest that the product of
perceived agreement and perceived importance is not more
informative than perceived agreement alone because when
participants strongly agree with a belief, they are also likely to
deem it as important and vice-versa. Therefore, asking both
agreement and perceived value per belief is a redundant option. In
fact, prior work empirically confirmed that capturing perceived
agreement alone without the multiplicative component is the most
parsimonious and reliable way to model the relation between
salient beliefs and intention [27].
Informed by the recent methodological development, this research
refrains from capturing perceived importance of the identified
beliefs. Instead, it decided to convert each belief into a single
questionnaire item that would capture participants’ level of
agreement. The questionnaire items were worded keeping in mind
the context of online rumor denials.
The second step involved pre-tests. Five research assistants who
were involved in Information Science research, and had the
experience of coming across online rumors in the last two years
were selected. They were asked to comment on the ease of
understanding of the questionnaire items.
Based on their comments, the questionnaire items were iteratively
rephrased until their coverage, face validity, and clarity were
deemed satisfactory by all the five individuals. This practice of
pre-testing to convert a belief into a questionnaire item has been
widely followed in related works [11, 27].
The final questionnaire used a 7-point Likert-scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). With respect to
behavioral beliefs, participants were asked to indicate their level
of agreement with statements such as “Sharing rumor denials will
help to spread the truth” (BB1), and “Sharing rumor denials will
help to reduce belief in rumors” (BB2). Similarly, with respect to
normative beliefs, participants were asked to indicate their level
of agreement with individuals or groups such as “family

members” (NB1) and “friends” (NB2) who would encourage the
behavior of sharing rumor denials. Likewise, with respect to
control beliefs, participants were asked to indicate their level of
agreement with factors such as “Source credibility of rumor
denials” (CB1) and “Shared interest of others about rumor
denials” (CB2) that would make them likely to share the
messages. The order of presenting the questionnaire items was
counter-balanced to control for order effects. The questionnaire
was administered using Qualtrics, a platform to conduct webbased survey.

3.2 Data Collection
To recruit participants, an advertisement was created. Hard copies
of the advertisement were posted on notice boards of a large
public university in Southeast Asia. In addition, soft copies of the
advertisement were disseminated through the researcher’s social
media accounts of Facebook and Twitter. Such approaches to
invite study participation through advertisement have been widely
employed in many prior works on Internet-related research where
the population being studied—the entire community of Internet
users worldwide—is not possible to be selected randomly [30,
31].
Informed by prior works [32, 33], the advertisement specified
three eligibility criteria for participation befitting the context of
this research. One, participants must have some social media
presence. This ensured that they would be able to identify
themselves with the behavior of sharing online messages. Two,
participants must have had the experience of looking for online
health information in the recent past. This meant that the
participants were appropriate for the task at hand. Three, they
must be aged between 21 and 60 years old. This was done to
avoid recruiting vulnerable groups such as children and senior
citizens.
Participants who voluntarily contacted the researcher indicating
that they met the eligibility criteria were recruited. The URL of
the survey website was sent to the participants via email. The
survey website contained the informed consent upfront.
Participants were informed that they are free to withdraw from the
participation at any point of time.
After getting the agreement with the consent, participants were
introduced to rumors and their denials. For this purpose, the
website contained the following statements: “False rumors on the
Internet have become a growing concern. To combat such rumors,
authoritative sources often issue denials. Specifically, denials
refer to messages that refute rumors in an attempt to present the
truth.” Thereafter, participants were given two examples online
rumor denials as shown in Fig. 2. Informed by prior works [34,
35], participants were instructed to imagine that they come across
rumor denials on the Internet. Then, they were asked to answer
the questionnaire.

3.3 Data Analysis
To identify salient beliefs within a belief category, a two-step
approach was followed. The first step involved identifying the
belief that showed the highest level of agreement among the
participants (BHighest)—specifically indicated as BBHighest for
behavioral beliefs, NBHighest for normative beliefs, and
CBHighest for control beliefs.

Figure 2. Example of two online rumor denials.
This step would confirm BBHighest, NBHighest, and CBHighest
as a salient behavioral belief, a salient normative belief, and a
salient control belief respectively. However, it would not enable
identifying if any other beliefs within a belief category could also
be salient.
Hence, the second step involved statistically determining if any
other beliefs within a belief category showed as high a level of
agreement as that of the BHighest. For this purpose, correlation
analyses followed by paired-samples t-tests were employed [36].
Based on this step, a belief was deemed salient when it met the
following criteria: (1) its level of agreement showed a positive
relation with that of the BHighest in the correlation analysis [36,
37], (2) its level of agreement was not significantly lower than
that of the BHighest in the paired-samples t-test [10, 38]. Thus,
this step allowed identifying beliefs within a belief category that
showed lower levels of agreement than that of the BHighest albeit
non-significantly. The beliefs identified from the two steps
together constituted the salient beliefs.

4. RESULTS
Data were obtained from 276 participants, 118 of whom were
females. Almost 60% of them aged between 21 and 30 years.
Another 35% of the participants aged between 31 and 40 years
while the rest aged 41 years or older. With respect to educational
qualification, 63.4% of the participants had a Bachelor’s degree.
Another 34.1% of the participants had a Master’s degree. The
remainder indicated a Doctoral degree as their highest
qualification.

With respect to the behavioral beliefs, the participants most
strongly agreed that rumor denials help spread the truth (BB1:
5.92 ± 1.486). The participants indicated the strongest agreement
for the normative belief that their friends would encourage
sharing denials (NB2: 5.58 ± 1.642). In terms of the control
beliefs, the participants indicated the strongest agreement that
credible sources of denials would make them likely to share
denials (CB1: 6.11 ± 1.247). These three beliefs are henceforth
referred as BBHighest, NBHighest, CBHighest respectively. The
descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 4.

To identify salient control beliefs, CBHighest (CB1) was
correlated and compared with the other beliefs in the belief
category. The results are shown in Table 7. The correlation
indicated that CBHighest was not positively correlated with any
other beliefs. The comparison indicated that CBHighest was
significantly higher than all other beliefs. Hence, CBHighest
(CB1) was deemed as the only salient control belief.

Behavioral Beliefs (BBi)

To identify salient normative beliefs, NBHighest (NB2) was
correlated and compared with the other beliefs in the belief
category. The results are shown in Table 6. The correlation
indicated that NBHighest was positively correlated with NB4.
The comparison indicated that NB4 was significantly higher than
NB1 and NB3 but not NB4. In other words, the agreement of NB4
was positively correlated and not significantly lower than that of
NBHighest. Hence, NBHighest (NB2) and NB4 were deemed as
the salient normative beliefs.

Normative Beliefs (NBi)

To identify salient behavioral beliefs, BBHighest (BB1) was
correlated and compared with the other beliefs in the belief
category. The results are shown in Table 5. The correlation
indicated that BBHighest was positively correlated with BB2. The
comparison indicated that BBHighest was significantly higher
than all other beliefs. Hence, BBHighest (BB1) was deemed as
the only salient behavioral belief.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of beliefs

This paper relied on the TPB as its theoretical lens to identify
salient beliefs about sharing online rumor denials. In particular, it
reviewed the literature to draw a possible set of beliefs. The
extent to which the participants agreed with each of the beliefs
was tested using a questionnaire. The following salient beliefs
could be identified: Sharing rumor denials help to spread the truth
(the behavioral belief category). Friends and the online
community encourage the behavior of sharing rumor denials (the
normative belief category). Source credibility of rumor denials
encourage sharing (the control belief category).
The behavioral belief that sharing denials help to spread the truth
(BB1) emerged as salient. Previous studies also found that the
need to spread the truth was important in several contexts such as
health-related issues, political conflicts, and disaster-related crises
[5, 16]. Such contexts are conducive for rumors to grow. To refute
rumors, sharing denials inherently drawn users’ belief about to
spread the truth [5, 15]. This paper extends the literature by
showing empirically that the need to spread the truth could be a
salient belief in the context of sharing online rumor denials in
rumoring pheneomena. However, in contrast to previous studies
[20, 21] that suggested the other beliefs such as sharing denials
will make individuals feel good (BB8) by enhancing their
reputation (BB9), this paper could not find them salient in the
context of sharing rumor denials.

Control Beliefs (CBi)

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Beliefs

Mean ± SD

BB1: Sharing rumor denials will help to
spread the truth.

5.92 ± 1.49

BB2: Sharing rumor denials will help to
reduce belief in rumors.

5.51 ± 1.66

BB3: Sharing rumor denials will help to
reduce the spread of rumors.

3.53 ± 1.85

BB4: Sharing rumor denials will
minimize the chances of being deceived.

3.61 ± 1.77

BB5: Sharing rumor denials is good for
engaging in conversation.

3.24 ± 1.58

BB6: Sharing rumor denials will help to
get other related information.

3.26 ± 1.68

BB7: Sharing rumor denials will help to
draw attention of others.

3.16 ± 1.67

BB8: Sharing rumor denials will make
me feel good.

2.81 ± 1.53

BB9: Sharing rumor denials will
enhance my reputation.

2.64 ± 1.43

BB10: Sharing rumor denials will create
more opportunities for others to share
the messages further.

3.56 ± 1.81

NB1: Family members would encourage
me to share rumor denials.

3.63 ± 1.95

NB2: Friends would encourage me to
share rumor denials.

5.58 ± 1.64

NB3: Authoritative sources would
encourage me to share rumor denials.

3.78 ± 1.92

NB4: Online community would
encourage me to share rumor denials.

5.57 ± 1.65

CB1: Source credibility of rumor denial
would encourage me to share it.

6.11 ± 1.25

CB2: Shared interest of others about
rumor denial would encourage me to
share it.

3.50 ± 1.64

CB3: My motivation to help others
would encourage me to share rumor
denials.

3.84 ± 1.84

CB4: My sense of belongingness to the
online community would encourage me
to share rumor denials.

3.56 ± 1.71

CB5: Importance of rumor denial would
encourage me to share it.

3.76 ± 1.81

CB6: My knowledge to judge the
truthfulness of rumor denial would
encourage me to share it.

3.82 ± 1.91

CB7: My ability to verify rumor denial
would encourage me to share it.

3.79 ± 1.93

CB8: Availability of time would
encourage me to share rumor denials.

3.64 ± 1.82

CB9: Full control in my privacy setting
would encourage me to share rumor
denials.

3.10 ± 1.76

Table 5. Correlation and paired-sample t-test results for
behavioral beliefs (BBi)
Other
BBi

Correlation of BBHighest
with other BBi

t-test of
BBHighest with
other BBi

BB2

0.51*

t(275) = 4.30*

BB3

-0.09

t(275) = 16.02*

BB4

-0.15

t(275) = 15.47*

BB5

-0.29*

t(275) = 18.10*

BB6

-0.36*

t(275) = 16.91*

BB7

-0.42*

t(275) = 17.21*

BB8

-0.28*

t(275) = 21.47*

BB9

-0.24*

t(275) = 23.72*

BB10

-0.19

t(275) = 15.35*

Table 6. Correlation and paired-sample t-test results for
normative beliefs (NBi)
Correlation of NBHighest
with other NBi

t-test of
NBHighest with
other NBi

NB1

-0.20

t(275) = -11.64*

NB3

-0.38*

t(275) = 10.13*

NB4

0.78*

t(275) = .220

Other
NBi

Table 7. Correlation and paired-sample t-test results for
control beliefs (CBi)
Other
CBi

Correlation of CBHighest
with other CBi

t-test of
CBHighest with
other CBi

CB2

-0.07

t(275) = 20.44*

CB3

-0.05

t(275) = 16.66*

CB4

-0.12

t(275) = 18.93*

CB5

-0.11

t(275) = 16.93*

CB6

-0.14

t(275) = 15.73*

CB7

-0.97

t(275) = 16.14*

CB8

-0.91

t(275) = 17.91*

CB9

-0.29*

t(275) = 20.58*

The salient normative belief was that friends (NB2) and the online
community (NB4) would encourage the behavior of sharing
rumor denials. The other beliefs related to family members (NB1)
and authoritative sources (NB3) emerged as non-salient. Results
indicated that the generalized social referents tend to be
influential in online setting which contradicts with many other
specific social referents such as family members identified in
prior studies on offline contexts [14, 39]. The reason could be
because information sharing behavior on online setting tend to be
directed to the larger online community in general rather than
merely constrained by a specific individual [17, 40, 41]. This
finding not only highlights the subjective norms that play around
in online context but also extends the literature of online users’
community directed message sharing behavior in the context of

sharing rumor denials [41, 42]. Even though perceived interest in
a particular rumoring phenomenon can vary from individual to
individual, online rumoring phenomena in general captivate
attention from a large online community. This could be due to not
only the accessibility of rumors on the Internet by anyone at any
time from any place but also their faster and wider propagation on
social media [21].
The salient control belief was that source credibility of denials
would encourage sharing (CB1). Credible source of messages is
known to inspire confidence in various online contexts such as
evaluating brand information, and measuring Yahoo! answer
quality [3, 43, 44]. Prior studies on rumor denials also found that
source credibility increases the effectiveness of such messages in
debunking rumors [4]. Thus, the current finding extends the
literature of denial efficacy into the way of influencing their
shareability. Rumor denials could be developed by incorporating
the essence of source credibility to make them persuasive toward
influencing shareability. Contrary to previous studies [20, 26]
however, other control beliefs such as full control in my privacy
setting (CB9), and shared interest of others about denials (CB3)
did not appear as salient in the analysis, and may not have
prominent role in influencing the target behavior.
The paper has two limitations, which could be addressed in future
research. First, it exposed the participants to only health-related
rumor denials. Even though such rumors are common on social
media, future research could expand the context of investigation
to rumors from diverse themes. This will further allow
investigating the extent to which persuasion works when
accounting for individuals’ political and religion orientations.
Second, this paper recruited participants using convenience
sampling. Future research could study rumormongering on the
Internet by employing random sampling as a way to enhance
generalizability.
The significance of this paper is two-fold. First, it applies the
concept of salient beliefs in the context of sharing online rumor
denials. Such an approach has been widely used to promote
behaviors in offline contexts yet received limited attention in the
online setting. This paper extends the scholarly understanding of
salient beliefs about an online behavior. Second, by identifying
salient beliefs about sharing online rumor denials, the paper
highlights possible ways in which denials should be phrased in
order to enhance users’ intention to share such messages. Future
research could build on this paper along with works such as [45]
to evaluate the effectiveness of denials in combating rumors on
the Internet. Given that the process of refutation is not an easy
task, the underlying mechanism of sharing rumor denials could be
investigated to evaluate the efficacy of the process in combating
online rumors.
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